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Abstract
Derivation business rules play a crucial role in organizations’ daily operations. To capture these
business rules, organizations can choose between a multitude of commercially and scientifically
available business rule languages. However, current languages are not precise enough and result
in ambiguous business rules which cannot be interpreted by an automated information system.
So, a need for a precise language to capture business rules can be identified. A specific notation
form that can comply with a high level of precision, is a controlled natural language (CNL).
During this research, a CNL is created which comprises: 15 fundamental constructs and an
underlying formal grammar including 40 grammar rules. The created artifacts have been validated
in three different rounds using sequentially 37 patterns, 252 business rules, and six business rules
management systems by applying Mill’s Method which indicated usefulness and completeness.

Keywords: Business Rules Management, Business Rules, Derivation Business Rules,
Controlled Natural Language, Fundamental Constructs, Formal grammar

Introduction
More and more organizations capture their business logic in the form of business rules. A business
rule is defined as: “a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business, intending
to assert business structure or to control the behavior of the business” (Hay & Healy, 2000). In
the last decade, these business rules have become an increasingly valuable asset for organizations.
To specify and manage this asset, a multitude of business rule languages and systems is available.
For instance: RuleSpeak, The Decision Model (TDM), the Simple Rule Markup Language
(SRML), the Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL), the Production Rule Representation
(PRR), the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR), SRL, N3, and IRL
(Zur Muehlen & Indulska, 2010).
The abundance of available systems and languages, and the fact that they differ to a large extent
regarding their expressive power, causes two problems. The first problem organizations may
encounter are difficulties in selecting an appropriate business rule management system or business
rule language, since no set of criteria exists which could be used as reference point for comparison.
This can for instance lead to the selection of a language with a too extensive or too low level of
expressive power. A second problem can occur when a language, tailored to a particular business
rule management system, is selected. In case an organization transfers to a new or additional
system, the business rules have to be re-specified to comply with the specification language of
that specific system which is highly inefficient, expensive and error prone.
Research has been initiated to compare the business rule languages, since various differences
between the languages exist. Examples of such studies are Zoet, Ravesteyn, and Versendaal
(2011) and Zur Muehlen and Indulska (2010). Zur Muehlen and Indulska (2010) compared the
representational capabilities of four different business rule languages, by mapping the
fundamental elements of these languages onto the constructs of the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW)
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representation theory. The BWW representation model allows to analyze the degree to which a
modeling language is capable of representing elements of the real world (Wand & Weber, 1993).
Previous studies focused on high-level elements (e.g. thing, property) of business rule languages.
This view is applicable to analyze business rule languages at a global level, but not to evaluate
the details of the syntax and semantics of the languages. During this research, the aim was to
evaluate business rule languages from a more detailed and practical view in order to tackle the
outlined problems above. This research was conducted based on the following research question:
“How can derivation business rules be specified precisely and implementation independent?”
This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the literature review is presented which provides
insight into different types of business rules and the specification thereof. Furthermore, the
identification and creation of the artifacts is presented. After that, the applied research method to
devise and validate the artifacts is explained. In addition, the data collection and analysis process
are described. Subsequently, the results that derive from the analysis are presented. At the end of
this paper, the conclusions of the study are provided including the contributions and limitations.

Literature
In literature, a “business rule” is defined in a variety of ways which is emphasized by a statement
of Von Halle (1994) “depending on whom you ask, business rules may encompass some or all
relationship verbs, mathematical calculations, inference rules, step-by-step instructions,
database constraints, business goals and policies, and business definitions”. Furthermore, not one
commonly accepted way to classify business rules exists. From literature, ten different
classification schemes to classify business rules emerged which each cover several business rule
categories (types) (Boyer & Mili, 2011; Caron, Vanthienen, & Baesens, 2013; do Prado Leite &
Leonardi, 1998; Hay & Healy, 2000; Object Management Group, 2008, 2013; Sangers-van
Cappellen, 2014; Von Halle, 2001; Wan-Kadir & Loucopoulos, 2004; Zoet, 2014). Among the
ten classification schemes, different names are used to refer to either similar or dissimilar business
rule categories.
To delimit this research, the focus will lie on one specific type of business rules namely derivation
business rules. A derivation business rule can be defined as: “an expression that evaluate facts,
by means of a calculation or classification, leading to a new fact (i.e. conclusion)” (Hay & Healy,
2000; Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009). To position the type of business rule on which this research
focuses, derivation business rules, this type is compared to the categories included in the ten
found classification schemes. This comparison showed that derivation business rules correspond
to the following categories of the found classification schemes: 1) Inference rules, 2) Computation
rules, 3) Derivation rules, 4) Classification, 5) Decision rules, 6) Calculation rules, and 7)
Rounding rules (Boyer & Mili, 2011; Von Halle, 2001; Hay & Healy, 2000; Wan-Kadir &
Loucopoulos, 2004; Morgan, 2002; Sangers-van Cappellen, 2014).
Besides the fact that different business rule definitions and categories exist, also many different
business rule notation forms are available to specify derivation business rules. At the highest
abstraction level, two main formalism types can be identified: implementation dependent and
implementation independent languages. The first type is defined as “an implementation dependent
language is a language that complies to a specific software formalism, has a delimited predefined
expressiveness, and is tailored to be interpreted by a particular information system” (Zoet &
Versendaal, 2013). When organization use such an implementation dependent language and
2
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switch to a new business rule management system, the business rules have to be re-specified to
be processable by this system which is highly inefficient, expensive and error prone.
In contrast, an implementation independent language is considered as: “a language that complies
with a certain level of naturalness but has a delimited predefined expressiveness and is not
tailored to be applicable for an specific automated information system” (Zoet & Versendaal,
2013). So, this second formalism could by applied in multiple environments addressing the
problem stated above but is generally not precise enough to be directly executable by an
automated information system. A promising solution to address the identified problem is the use
of a controlled natural language (CNL) which is a specific notation form that can comply with a
high level of precision, without being restricted to be applied by solely one automated information
system (Kuhn, 2010, 2013). An additional benefit is that a CNL can resemble a natural language
to a certain extend which enables humans to specify and verify the business rules (Kuhn, 2010,
2013). So, the use of a CNL can positively affect the specification and verification of business
rules by humans who mostly lack knowledge about formal notations. A lot of research has been
done in the field of CNLs which supports that a CNL can provide the following advantages: 1)
improve communication among humans, 2) improve machine-assisted translation and reduce
overall translation costs, and 3) provide an intuitive representation for formal notations which
makes it easier for humans to use and understand (Aikawa, Schwartz, King, Corston-Oliver, &
Lozano, 2007; Chervak, Drury, & Ouellette, 1996; Hallett, Scott, & Power, 2007; O’Brien &
Roturier, 2007; Ruffino, 1982; Shubert, Spyridakis, Holmback, & Coney, 1995; Temnikova,
2010).
At this moment, merely three CNLs are found devised for the specification of business rules (i.e.
RuleSpeak, SBVR Structured English, and Caron et al.(2013)). Since the first two CNLs are not
strictly defined by means of a formal grammar (Kuhn, 2010, 2013), they are not precise enough
to be interpreted by an information system. In addition, the latter one is only applicable for
specifying process business rules. So, these current existing CNLs are not suitable to address the
identified research problems. Therefore, a CNL especially focused on specifying derivation
business rules is created during this research. A CNL consist of fundamental constructs (i.e.
building blocks of the language) and grammar rules that restrict and/or impose the application of
these fundamental constructs. Together, the fundamental constructs and grammar rules, constitute
a meta-model to which the CNL has to conform. To ground the discussion, this meta-model is
first presented in Figure 1 below. In the remainder of this section, each identified fundamental
construct along with the grammar rules of the meta-model are explained in succession.

Figure 1: Meta-model
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From the literature study emerged that a business rule is composed of two fundamental constructs
on the highest abstraction level: the conclusion part and condition part (Von Halle & Goldberg,
2009; Zoet et al., 2011). In the example business rule of Figure 2, the conclusion part is denoted
by an orange border and the condition part by a green border. In literature, the conclusion part is
also referred to as ‘conclusion assertion’ or ‘then-part’, and the condition part as ‘if-part’ or
‘when-part’ (Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009; Zoet et al., 2011). The relationship between both
fundamental constructs and the number of times they occur in one business rule can also differ
per source, for example due to personal choice of the business rule modeler or the business rule
language that is used (Zoet et al., 2011). Most languages allow the exclusion of a condition or the
inclusion of one or multiple conditions and allow only one conclusion. Meeting these
requirements ensures the creation of atomic business rules (Boyer & Mili, 2011; Von Halle &
Goldberg, 2009; Zoet et al., 2011). Atomic business rules are “business rules that cannot be
further decomposed without losing meaning” (Boyer & Mili, 2011). In contrast, other languages
allow multiple conclusions. Enforcing only one conclusion part is desirable since it can provide
several advantages: it eliminates ambiguity of meaning, enhances understandability,
maintainability, execution efficiency and manageability, increases ease of validation and
implementation, and can eventually prevent redundant or overlapping business rules (Boyer &
Mili, 2011; Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009; Zoet et al., 2011). Given these advantages, the creation
of atomic business rules will be enforced by the CNL with the following grammar rules: 1) A
Derivation business rule consists of exactly one Conclusion Part, 2) A Derivation business rule
consists of zero or more Condition part(s), 3) A Conclusion part belongs to exactly one
Derivation business rule, and 4) A Condition Part belongs to exactly one Derivation business
rule.
For both the conclusion part and condition part, many equivalent underlying fundamental
constructs are found in literature and business rule pattern catalogues (Caron et al., 2013; do Prado
Leite & Leonardi, 1998; Hay & Healy, 2000; Hoppenbrouwers, 2011; Morgan, 2002; Object
Management Group, 2013; Sangers-van Cappellen, 2014; Von Halle, 2001; Von Halle &
Goldberg, 2009; Wan-Kadir & Loucopoulos, 2004). These will be described in succession. First,
the definition of a derivation business rule is taken into account again: “an expression that
evaluates facts, by means of a calculation or classification, leading to a new fact (i.e.
conclusion)”. Where facts are seen as values, pieces of information or data, that can be filled in
for a specific business concept incorporated in a business rule (Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009). In
general, a business concept is considered as “a noun, a thing with an agreed-upon definition, a
recognizable business entity” (Morgan, 2002; Von Halle, 2001; Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009).
With regard to business rule specification, a business concept is seen as one of the fundamental
constructs. In the business rule pattern catalogues and literature, several different names are found
to refer to a business concept like: term, subject, result, value, subj, property of a concept, entity,
and attribute (Von Halle, 2001; Morgan, 2002; Wan-Kadir and Loucopoulos, 2004;
Hoppenbrouwers, 2011; Hay & Healy, 2000, Object Management Group, 2013). For this
research, the word Subject is chosen from all previous listed alternatives to refer to the
fundamental construct. The choice to only include one fundamental construct to refer to these
different levels of concepts is made in order to keep the amount of fundamental constructs of the
CNL limited. In Figure 2, each subject in the conclusion and condition part is denoted by a blue
border. So, both the conclusion part and condition part can consist of multiple subjects. To make
the business rule meaningful, it has to include at least one subject to reason about. This leads to
the following grammar rules for the CNL: 1) A Conclusion Part consists of one or more
Subject(s), 2) A Subject belongs to exactly one Conclusion Part, 3) A Condition Part consists of
one or more Subject(s) and 4) A Subject belongs to exactly one Condition Part.
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Figure 2: Example Business Rule

Furthermore, a fundamental construct is found which denotes if the business rule involves: a
specific subject (e.g. the subject), one subject (e.g. a/an subject) or more subjects (e.g. each/every
subject). In the pattern catalogue of Morgan (2002) this fundamental construct is called a
determiner, and in the business rule language SBVR as keyword (Object Management Group,
2013). For the CNL, this fundamental construct is included as Quantifier (see red border in Figure
2). Each quantifier has a direct association with one subject (see blue borders) and vice versa,
which makes a business rule more precise and unambiguous (Object Management Group, 2013).
Since precision is important for the CNL, this association is covered by the following grammar
rules: 1) A Subject is associated with exactly one Quantifier, and 2) A Quantifier is associated
with exactly one Subject.
In literature, also a fundamental construct emerged that specifies the relation/association between
subjects called a “fact”, “fact type” or the instantiation “(is) of” (Hay & Healy, 2000; Von Halle,
2001; Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009; Object Management Group, 2013). For the CNL, such a
fundamental construct will also be included to be able to precisely specify the relation between
exactly two subjects (i.e. binary relationship) which makes the different granularity levels
between subjects clear again (e.g. entity, attribute). This fundamental construct is called relation
for the CNL (see black borders in Figure 2), and has to adhere to the following grammar rules: 1)
A Subject is associated with zero or one Relation, and 2) A Relation is associated with exactly
two Subjects.
Considering the definition of a derivation business rule once again, two statements can be made:
1) facts (i.e. subjects) in a derivation business rule are evaluated by means of a calculation or
classification, and 2) a new fact (i.e. subject) of a derivation business rule is either determined by
a calculation or a classification. Where the calculation is called a ground with regard to the CNL.
The distinction between a ground and classification is supported by different sources, where a
ground is referred to with the words: mathematical calculation, algorithm, comp, and a
classification with the words: inference, fact, state, and type (Hay & Healy, 2000; Morgan, 2002;
Wan-Kadir & Loucopoulos, 2004; Hoppenbrouwers, 2011). Therefore, the ground and
classification are seen as a separate fundamental construct of a derivation business rule. The
example business rule is considered again, in which each occurring classification is depicted with
a pink border and each occurring ground is depicted with a light blue border (see Figure 3):

Figure 3: Example business rule

By means of the example in Figure 3, a few properties of the conclusion and condition part can be
demonstrated. A conclusion part should include exactly one classification or ground: 1) without
any of these two fundamental constructs (zero), no conclusion can be drawn about ‘the tax amount
5
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of a taxpayer’ and the business rule becomes meaningless, and 2) it cannot include both
fundamental constructs since it is logically not possible to say that ‘the tax amount’ must be
calculated and classified at the same time. A condition part should include one or more
classifications or grounds: 1) without any of these two fundamental constructs, it becomes
meaningless, 2) it can include both fundamental constructs since a condition part can cover more
than one condition and each condition should include one classification or ground. Both the
ground and classification fundamental construct are seen as a specific type of expression. To
clarify if a derivation business rule comprises a calculation expression or a classification
expression, ‘expression’ is also included as a fundamental construct of the CNL. These premises
corresponds to the following grammar rules: 1) A Conclusion Part consists of exactly one
Expression, 2) An Expression belongs to exactly one Conclusion Part, 3) A Condition Part
consists of one or more Expression(s), 4) An Expression belongs to exactly one Condition Part,
and 5) An Expression is either a Ground or a Classification.
Considering the fundamental construct classification into more detail, it emerged that a
classification in a derivation business rule can: 1) equate a subject with another subject or a value
(i.e. String, Date, Boolean, Number) – in the conclusion part, or 2) check the consistency between
a subject and another subject or a value – in the condition part. To be able to make the difference
between the two classification options (i.e. equate with or check the consistency) clear, a
fundamental construct is included and made obligatory for the CNL. In the business rule language
SBVR (Object Management Group, 2013), this fundamental construct is called instantiation
formulation which classifies things. From reviewing multiple different business rules from
different sources, it became clear that instantiations of this fundamental construct occur
repeatedly. However, no general name or individual fundamental construct could be found.
Therefore, an applicable name for the fundamental construct of the CNL was established:
propositional operator. Another fundamental construct that emerged from literature and a pattern
catalogue is value (Von Halle & Goldberg, 2009; Von Halle, 2001). Due to these sources, value
is also seen as a separate fundamental construct for the CNL. Altogether, this corresponds to the
following grammar rules: 1) A Classification consists of exactly one Propositional Operator, 2)
A Propositional Operator belongs to exactly one Classification, 3) A Classification consists of
zero or more Value(s), 4) A Value belongs to exactly one Classification, 5) A Classification
consists of zero or more Subject(s), 6) A Subject belongs to exactly one Classification, and 7)
A Classification consists of at least one Value or of at least one Subject.
Now, the fundamental construct ground will be considered into more detail. A ground in a
derivation business rule can either: 1) equate a subject with a basic ground – in the conclusion
part, or 2) compare a subject with another subject, a value, or a basic ground – in the condition
part. To be able to make the difference between the two ground options (i.e. equate with and
compare with) clear, a fundamental construct will be included and made obligatory for the CNL.
This fundamental construct, also covers the following instantiations: +, -, /, *. So, in case a
derivation business rule equates or compares a subject with a basic ground, this fundamental
construct has to be included multiple times (one to capture the equation or comparison and one
or more to capture the other operators). Although instantiations of this fundamental construct are
found repeatedly in existing business rule pattern catalogues and literature, no overall name or
individual fundamental construct is applied. Therefore, a name that covered the intention of the
fundamental construct is selected for the CNL namely mathematical operator. Moreover, an
additional fundamental construct is incorporated in the CNL to include a mathematical function
called a mathematical function. Altogether, this corresponds to the following grammar rules: 1)
A Ground consists of one or more Mathematical Operator(s), 2) A Mathematical Operator
belongs to exactly one Ground, 3) A Ground consists of zero or more Mathematical Function(s),
4) A Mathematical Function belongs to exactly one Ground, 5) A Ground consists of zero or
more Value(s), 6) A Value belongs to exactly one Ground, 7) A Ground consists of zero or
6
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more Subject(s), 8) A Subject belongs to exactly one Ground, and 9) A Ground consists of at
least one Subject or of at least one Value.
After discussing the equivalent fundamental constructs for the conclusion and condition part, now
the specific fundamental constructs of each part will be considered. One fundamental construct is
found in the pattern catalogues that is only applicable for the conclusion part (Caron et al., 2013;
do Prado Leite & Leonardi, 1998; Hoppenbrouwers, 2011; Morgan, 2002; Sangers-van
Cappellen, 2014; Von Halle, 2001; Wan-Kadir & Loucopoulos, 2004). This fundamental
construct determines how the derivation business rule is imposed; the modality. In most of the
patterns, modality is included by means of providing one or more specific options that can be
chosen like: ‘must’ to impose an obligation or ‘may’ to impose an advice. So, these pattern
catalogues did not choose a common name to refer to the fundamental construct. In contrast, the
business rule language SBVR uses the word Keyword or modal operator as umbrella to define
the modality options (Object Management Group, 2013). By explicitly specifying the modality
of a business rule, the intention of the business rule becomes more clear for humans. However,
excluding the modality will not change the logic of the business rule. When ‘must’ is excluded
from the example business rule in Figure 4, only the representation will change from “is
calculated as” to “must be calculated as”. The choice has been made to include the modality as
fundamental construct for the CNL, so that business rule authors have the choice to include it to
enhance the readability of the business rules for humans. To refer to this fundamental construct,
the name Modal Claim Type is used for the CNL (see purple border in Figure 4). Taken previous
premises into account, the following grammar rules are established: 1) A Conclusion part consists
of zero or one Modal Claim Type, and 2) A Modal Claim Type belongs to exactly one
Conclusion Part.
In addition, two fundamental constructs are found that are only applicable for the condition part.
One of these fundamental constructs is used to indicate a condition part. Most pattern catalogues
only include specific instantiations for this fundamental construct and no overall name. For
instance: if, unless, only if (Morgan, 2002; Wan-Kadir & Loucrouplos, 2004; Von Halle, 2001;
Caron et al., 2013). Solely Hoppenbrouwers (2011) provides an overall name namely keywords,
which covers: if, when and only if. In computer science, the above provided instantiations are
commonly referred to as constructs (2015). Therefore, the word ‘construct’ is adopted as name
for the fundamental construct of the CNL (see pink border in Figure 4). Since a derivation
business rule can include several condition parts, the construct is made obligatory. In this way, a
clear separation between condition parts can be ensured by using the CNL. This corresponds to
the following grammar rules: 1) A Condition Part consists of one or more Construct(s), and 2) A
Construct belongs to exactly one Condition Part.
The provided example business rule in Figure 4 includes two condition parts, namely: 1) the
nationality of the taxpayer is Dutch, and 2) the age of the taxpayer is higher than 18. In this case,
both conditions have to be met (i.e. be true) which becomes clear by means of the word ‘and’ (see
grey border in Figure 4). However, sometimes only one condition has to be met, or a few of them,
or maximal one. So in case a derivation business rule includes more than one condition part, the
connection between these conditions has to be made clear. In the reviewed business rules
catalogues, this is done in different ways. For example, Morgan (2002) applies one fundamental
construct: at least <m> [and not more than <n>] of the following is true. Von Halle (2001) uses
specific instantiations to connect conditions in a binary way (i.e. AND, OR). The SBVR language
uses the fundamental construct called logical operation (Object Management Group, 2013).
Since the fundamental construct connects two or more condition parts, the choice has been made
to call it a connective with regard to the CNL. This fundamental construct is only necessary when
more than one condition part is included in the business rule. This results in the following
grammar rules: 1) A Condition Part consists of zero or more Connective(s), 2) A Connective
7
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belongs to exactly one Condition Part, and 3) A Connective must be included to connect two or
more Conditions.

Figure 4: Example business rule

In this section, all fundamental constructs of the CNL which are necessary to specify a precise
derivation business rule are indicated and described along with the corresponding grammar rules.
Here, these fifteen fundamental constructs are listed again for clarity reasons: 1) Conclusion part,
2) Condition part, 3) Modal Claim Type, 4) Construct, 5) Connective, 6) Expression, 7) Subject,
8) Quantifier, 9) Relation, 10) Ground, 11) Classification, 12) Propositional Operator, 13) Value,
14) Mathematical Operator, and 15) Mathematical Function. This set of fundamental constructs
could be used as reference point to assess and compare the precision level of business rules
languages, addressing the first mentioned research problem.

Research Method
The purpose of this research is to create a CNL to specify a set of derivation business rules once,
and which allows automatic transformation of the business rule set to be applicable for multiple
business rules management systems. To accomplish this goal, a literature study has been
performed in order to identify the fundamental constructs and grammar rules as described in
previous section. According to Hevner, March, Park, and Ram (2004), different quality attributes
can be appointed to evaluate the devised artifacts of a design-science research like: consistency,
reliability, usability, etc. Considering the CNL as one of the artifacts of this design-science
research, the usefulness and completeness criteria are taken into account. To validate both criteria
with regard to the created CNL, a research approach is needed to identify the similarities and
differences between the fundamental constructs and grammar rules of the CNL and: 1) existing
business rule patterns, 2) existing business rules, and 3) business rules management systems. A
research approach that is especially applicable to investigate the similarities and differences
across cases is nominal comparison (Mahoney, 1999). Methods that are based on nominal
comparison are Mill’s methods (Mahoney, 1999; Mill, 1906). Therefore one of the five Mill’s
methods (Mill, 1906), the “Joint Method of Agreement and Difference”, is adopted as overall data
analysis method for the validation of the CNL (i.e. grammar rules and fundamental constructs).
In general, Mill’s methods are used to draw conclusions about causal relationships by analyzing
the data (i.e. effects) and find common denominators (i.e. causes) (Mill, 1906). With regard to
this research, the common denominators correspond to the required fundamental constructs and
their relations (i.e. grammar rules) found in each case to be able to specify specific derivation
business rules.

Data Collection
During the data collection process, three different data sets are collected. The first data set
comprised existing business rule patterns, these were collected in order to investigate if all the
building blocks of existing patterns could be captured with the identified fundamental constructs
of the CNL. For the second data set, existing business rules were gathered to analyze if specific
8
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instantiations could be specified by means of the fundamental constructs. The last data set,
including the implementation documentation of business rules management systems, was applied
to examine the applicability of the fundamental constructs in an implementation dependent
environment.
To select the data sets, one overall practical selection criterion was applied namely site/document
access to be able to use the data for this research. In contrast, the applied theoretical selection
criteria differed per data set. For the first data set, business rule patterns were gathered by taken
one theoretical criterion into account which meant that solely business rule patterns focused on
specifying derivation business rules were included. Based on this criterion, 37 patterns from the
following five current existing business rule pattern catalogues were selected: 1) Morgan (2002),
2) RuleSpeak of Hoppenbrouwers (2011), 3) Wan-Kadir and Loucopoulos (2004), 4) Von Halle
(2001), and 5) RegelSpraak of Sangers-van Cappellen (2014). Table 1 shows the amount of
collected patterns per catalogue.
For the second data set, business rules were collected based on one theoretical selection criterion:
only instantiations of derivation business rules were eligible. By adhering to this criterion, 252
derivation business rules were randomly selected from the following eleven different business
rule cases originating from both literature and practice: 1) Morgan (2002), 2) RuleSpeak of
Hoppenbrouwers (2011), 3) Wan-Kadir and Loucopoulos (2004), 4) Von Halle (2001), 5)
RegelSpraak of Sangers-van Cappellen (2014), 6) WereWolf (DM Community, 2015), 7)
Diabetic Patient Monitoring (Parish, 2014), 8) Patient Therapy (Feldman, 2014), 9) Tax Return
(Feldman, 2011), 10) Au Pair (Anonymous Dutch government organization), and 11) UServ
Product Derby (BBC, 2004). This sampling strategy is followed in order to cover a wide range of
domains where business rules are applied. Table 2 lists the amount of selected business rules per
case.

Table 1: Figures Data Collection Round 1

Table 2: Figures Data Collection Round 2

With regard to the third data set, two theoretical criteria were applied. The first theoretical
criterion to select the business rules management systems implied that the documentation of each
system covered the implementation of the same business rule set (i.e. use case). The second
theoretical selection criterion corresponded to the fact that the business rule set comprised
derivation business rules. As result, implementation documentation of the following six BRM
systems was collected: 1) Blueriq, 2) Corticon, 3) IBM ODM, 4) Sapiens, 5) OpenRules, and 6)
OpenL Tablets.
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The data analysis comprised three different validation rounds. For each validation round, the same
coding procedure and scheme were applied. The coding procedure was established together with
a second researcher and based on the Joint Method of Agreement and Difference of Mill (1906).
Due to space limitations, only an excerpt of the coding scheme is shown in Table 3 and Table 4
including two example business rules from the second validation round. The coding scheme is
split up for readability reasons into two separate tables, where the orange and green cells contain
the fundamental constructs and the white cells the data item parts (i.e. business rule parts). The
first example business rule (see row nr. 1 in both tables) corresponds to the coding of the following
derivation business rule of the UServ Product Derby case: “The car’s potential theft rating is high
if the car is convertible”. To code this business rule, the conclusion and condition part were
identified first where “the car’s potential theft rating is high” corresponds to the conclusion part
(see Table 3) and “if the car is convertible” to the condition part (see Table 4). Subsequently, the
conclusion and condition part were disassembled in smaller parts which were matched onto the
fundamental constructs of the coding scheme. For example, the fundamental construct Quantifier
is two times included as “the” and three instantiations of the fundamental construct Subject are
identified namely “car”, “potential theft rating” and “car”.
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Table 3: Coding scheme of the conclusion part including two examples Business Rules
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Table 4: Coding scheme of the condition part including two example Business Rules

Although the same coding procedure and scheme were applied for every validation round, some
differences can be appointed between the three rounds with regard to the process. During the first
round, one researcher coded the 37 collected business rule patterns. In case the researcher was not
certain about the coding of particular parts, a second researcher was consulted and the coding
process was continued. Subsequently, this second researcher coded a few randomly selected
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business rule patterns which were compared with the coded variant of the first researcher. Any
discrepancies were discussed until agreement was reached. For the second round, three researcher
were involved namely the two researcher of the first round and one additional researcher. This
additional researcher acted as reliability coder since the outcome of the coding could be
influenced by the mindset and convention of the researcher after the first round. Involving a
reliability coder could reduce this effect and could enhance the reliability of the results (Mays &
Pope, 1995). So, the 252 selected business rules were coded by both the first researcher and the
reliability coder applying the same coding procedure. Besides the use of this coding procedure,
the first researcher coded and explained a few example business rules to the reliability coder in
advance to ensure that the coding was performed in exactly the same way. After both mappings
were conducted, the results were compared and the differences were discussed among all three
researchers until agreement was reached again. Prior to the third validation round, a few data
items were coded together by the two researchers of the first round. Then, the entire coding of the
implemented version of the business rules from the implementation documentation of the six
selected BRM systems was completed by the first researcher. Same as applied for the first round,
the second researcher was consulted when obscurities emerged. Finally, the second researcher
randomly validated a few coded data items. Any anomalies were discussed until agreement was
reached, after which the third coding round was finalized.

Results
This section presents the results of the three validation rounds. From the first and second round
emerged that all 37 patterns and 252 business rules could be coded, but some cells remained
empty as indicated with a dash in Table 3 and Table 4. Since these empty cells could indicate that
the establishment of the fundamental constructs for the CNL was incorrect (e.g. superfluous
constructs), these cells were investigated further from which two overall reasons emerged. Firstly,
in case a pattern or business rule comprised a ground, all cells of the fundamental constructs
related to a classification remained empty (see thick border in example business rule 2 in Table
3). The other way around, mapping a classification business rule or pattern resulted in empty cells
for the fundamental constructs related to a ground (see example business rule 1 in Table 3). In
addition, some patterns or business rules solely represented the conclusion part omitting the
condition part and vice versa. As a result, all fundamental constructs associated with one of these
main parts remained empty (see example business rule 2 in Table 4). This first finding indicates
high cohesiveness between specific fundamental constructs, providing substantiation for the
established grammar rules of the CNL. Furthermore, this finding provides a logical explanation
for the fact that many cells remained empty and contradicts the assumption that these fundamental
constructs are superfluous. The second overall finding was that individual fundamental constructs
remained empty. Therefore, these were analyzed further by calculating the amount of empty cells
per fundamental construct for both the first and second mapping round (see Table 5).
Fundamental Constructs

Quantifier
Subject
Relation
Modal Claim Type

(Conclusion Part)
(Conclusion Part)
(Conclusion Part)
(Conclusion Part)

Amount of
empty cells
Round 1
0
0
2
3

Amount of
empty cells
Round 2
67
0
101
119
11
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Propositional Operator
Value
Quantifier
Subject
Relation
Mathematical Operator
Mathematical Function
Value
Quantifier
Subject
Relation
Construct
Quantifier
Subject
Relation
Connective
Propositional Operator
Value
Quantifier
Subject
Relation
Mathematical Operator
Mathematical Function
Value
Quantifier
Subject
Relation

(Conclusion Part - Classification)
(Conclusion Part - Classification)
(Conclusion Part - Classification)
(Conclusion Part - Classification)
(Conclusion Part - Classification)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Conclusion Part - Ground)
(Condition Part)
(Condition Part)
(Condition Part)
(Condition Part)
(Condition Part)
(Condition Part - Classification)
(Condition Part - Classification)
(Condition Part - Classification)
(Condition Part - Classification)
(Condition Part - Classification)
(Condition Part - Ground)
(Condition Part - Ground)
(Condition Part - Ground)
(Condition Part - Ground)
(Condition Part - Ground)
(Condition Part - Ground)

0
4
3
2
7
0
1
4
2
2
5
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
8
72
70
77
0
47
23
52
6
68
0
109
0
124
93
0
11
152
149
160
0
48
4
47
43
47

Table 5: Amount of Empty Cells per Fundamental Construct

Considering Table 5 above, the fundamental constructs Quantifier, Relation and Modal Claim
Type remained empty several times. However, both the Quantifier and Relation are significant to
retain for the CNL be able to specify precise and unambiguous derivation business rules. In
addition, the Modal Claim Type can be included to enhance the understandability of business
rules. By explicitly specifying the modality of a business rule, the intention becomes more clear
for humans. For instance, does the business rule impose a requirement (i.e. must) or does the
business rule impose an advice (i.e. may). However, including or excluding the modality will not
change the logic of a business rule. When ‘must’ is included in the example business rule 2 in
Table 3, only the representation will change from “is computed as” to “must be computed as”.
Therefore, these three fundamental constructs are considered as necessary and stay included in
the CNL. In both the conclusion and condition part, the following fundamental constructs related
to a classification remained empty more often: Value, Quantifier, Subject and Relation. This can
be explained by the fact that two types of classifications exist which are mutual exclusive, since
it is impossible to classify ‘something’ as a Value and a Subject at the same time. When a pattern
was targeted at classifying ‘something’ as a Value, the cells of the Quantifier, Subject and
Relation stayed empty. In addition, the fundamental constructs Mathematical Function, Value,
Quantifier, Subject, and Relation remained also empty a few times with regard to a ground. A
possible explanation for this finding is that these data items only specified a very simple or
specific calculation. Lastly, the Connective remained empty which can be explained by the fact
that these data items only included the specification of one condition. Although these fundamental
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constructs remained empty, they appear in practice as can be concluded from the other data for
which the cells did not remain empty. Therefore, they also stay included in the CNL.
Regarding the third validation round, the coding showed that it was possible to capture the
implemented version of the business rules with the fundamental constructs of the CNL. However,
the coding also indicated that not every Business Rules Management System incorporated and
supported all the 15 fundamental constructs.
In summary, the three validation rounds showed that every data item could be coded ensuring that
no fundamental constructs were lacking. Furthermore, a logical explanation could be found when
a cell of a fundamental construct remained empty but most importantly every fundamental
construct was filled at least once. Therefore, it can be concluded that the CNL complies with the
usefulness and completeness criteria. In addition, the seven fundamental constructs that appeared
to be zero times empty for both rounds (see white cells in Table 5) correspond to fundamental
constructs that are made obligatory for the CNL. This latter finding provides a justification for
the establishment of the grammar rules related to these fundamental constructs. Altogether, the
coding process showed which fundamental constructs occurred in each data set and it showed the
number of similarities and differences between the cases. So, the application of the Mill’s method
provided a further substantiation for retaining the identified fundamental constructs and grammar
rules in the CNL besides the already found support from literature.

Discussion & Conclusion
This study provides further insight into the fundamental constructs of derivation business rules,
which can be used for the comparison and evaluation of business rule languages and systems for
example with respect to their expressive power. In this way, this research can support
organizations in the decision making process for selecting an applicable business rule language
and/ or system. Furthermore, a scientific contribution can be identified by adding a new type of
CNL to the scientific knowledge base.
Besides the contributions, also a number of limitations can be appointed concerning the results of
this research. A first limitation that can be identified is related to the validation of the research.
McGrath (1981) calls validation ‘the triangle of evil’: 1) maximal measurement precision, 2)
maximal focus on realism of research context, and 3) maximal focus on generalizability. This
research focused on the first two aspects, by conducting experiments on case study data. The third
aspect generalizability cannot be ensured due to the sample sizes. Although 37 patterns, 252
business rules, and 6 systems are used for the validation, the size of each data set could be
increased for further research to enhance the generalization of the results even further. A second
limitation corresponds to the fact that it is not certain whether the co-founding variables are
eliminated. Since the majority of the coding process was conducted by solely one researcher, there
is a possibility that the internal validity is threatened by the so called ‘instrumentation threat’. In
this case, the researcher is considered as the measurement device which could gain experience
gradually traversing the three validation rounds. To address this possible threat, already one
researcher and one reliability coder were involved during the validation process. However, it is
recommended to involve more reliability coders for further research.
In conclusion, this research investigated how a set of derivation business rules could be specified
once, and subsequently could be transformed into various implementation dependent languages
based on the following research question: “How can derivation business rules be specified
precisely and implementation independent?” To achieve this goal, a CNL is created which
consists of a set of 15 fundamental constructs, and an underlying formal grammar including 40
13
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grammar rules. The gained knowledge and resulting artifacts of this research can serve as basis
for future research to further improve or extend the created CNL or to investigate if these artifacts
are applicable for other types of business rules besides derivation business rules.
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